About us:
Bulwork is the first IT / BPO recruitment agency in Bulgaria with more than 15
years of significant presence in the market. The company has established a
reputation for delivering high quality services to both candidates and clients. The
company respects the candidates and always strives to find the most suitable and
challenging job for them.
About our client:
InspireSoft is an innovative software development company offering end-to-end
software solutions, own project, dedicated teams and freelancers for single
projects. The company is focused on various innovative projects for the German
market covering various areas of expertise. The company has a good reputation
in building good team of professionals for various projects.
Due to the new cutting-edge project of the company, they are looking for a new
IT Geek to join the team. Someone motivated and inspired to learn new things
and to face technology challenges. If you are INSPIRED of the idea, grab the
opportunity and apply for the position of:
JUNIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Requirements:
* At least 6 months of commercial experience or solid independent work with one
of the following technologies: MeteorJS
or one year of experience with another JavaScript server side framework
* Experience with OOP programming.
* Very good command of English (both written and verbal)
* Highly motivated team player;
* Open-minded, keen on new software trends.
Advantages:
* Awards from Math or/and Informatics contests in Bulgaria or/and abroad

* Good knowledge of algorithms
In return our client can offer you:
* Working on variety of interesting and innovative projects mostly for German
clients;
* A chance to gain experience with the newest technologies;
* Working in а team of young and motivated professionals
* Good salary and monetary bonuses per project
* Standard but flexible working hours;
* Business trips to Berlin, Germany.
We are looking forward to receive your CV in English or updated LinkedIn profile
and sent it to rositsa.zhelyazkova@bulwork.com
Confidentiality of all applications is assured. Only short-listed candidates will be
contacted. The candidates do not pay any taxes to the agency - the services are
FREE OF CHARGE.
Bulwork Company LTD - IT Recruitment Agency (license No 2107 from
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